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2024 SPRING - SUMMER TREND COLORS

2024 SPRING - SUMMER

TREND COLORS
Pastel Lilac
Pastel purple is a pleasant and soothing shade, while 
still having a refined elegance. This color evokes the 
magical time of spring and flowers, when the nature 
is renewed and blossoms. The pastel purple almost 
brings the soft spring breezes and the rays of sunlight 
with happiness into the everydays. Pastel purple works 
very well with other colors, so it can even be combined 
with other pastel shades, but also with green, blue 
and peach colors. Immerse yourself in the soft and 
romantic world of purple!

Brilliant White
The white color is the eternal classic, which never goes 
out of fashion, fits any style and carries a feeling of 
timelessness. This color is not just a shade, its beauty lies 
in the details. The elegance behind its simplicity definitely 
deserves attention, but if you pair it with other shades, 
you get something very special! Brilliant white can be 
combined with almost any color, making it extremely 
versatile. It works well with pastel shades, bright colors, 
but also with earth tones, thereby giving you the 
opportunity to create a unique style.

New!
3STEP 

CrystaLac
3S211 

Purple Acacia

New! 
2 STEP 

SmartGummy 
Rubber Base Gel

Nr 59
Shimmer Lilac

New! 
3 STEP CrystaLac 

Pearly 
3SP1 Pearly 

white 

New material!
Hema Free 
CrystaLac

HF3S07
Pastel Lilac

New! 
Xtreme Fusion 

AcrylGel 
Natural White 

New! 
Xtreme Fusion 

AcrylGel
Lavender

New material! 
Hema Free 
CrystaLac 

HF3S01 
White 

Xtreme 
Fusion

AcrylGel

Xtreme 
Fusion

AcrylGel

3
STEP

3 STEP
Pearly

2
STEP

Hema
Free

Hema
Free
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The nail set was made by Dóra Doviscsák
Photographer: Vivien Borzi

Model: Virág Kis

The nail set of the catalog’s cover was made with Sens Flower Builder&Decor 
Gel Fuchsia, Hema Free 3 Step CrystaLac 06 and 07, Sole shade of Sens 

ChroMirror Deluxe chrome powders and Sens Flake Deluxe 2.

2024 SPRING - SUMMER

TREND COLORS

2024 TAVASZ / NYÁR
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NOVELTIES! 2024 SPRING-SUMMER

NEW SHADES
SENS CHROMIRROR
DELUXE - LUNA, SOLE

NEW TOOL!
SENS PRECISION CUTICLE SCISSORS
Our “Precision” scissors, created with the greatest attention to detail, enable more precise cutting than ever before. Thanks to 
its design and the edges ending in a sharp point, even the smallest pieces of skin can be safely removed with it. Made of high-
quality Japanese stainless steel, hand-sharpened, guaranteeing long service life and even cutting. The ergonomic, oval handle design 
provides comfort and easy control for fine cutting movements.

The beauty and contrast of the Sun and the Moon are 
brought to life by the latest two versions of Sens ChroMirror 
Deluxe’s premium quality chrome powders: Sole and Luna. 
Make any decor color really extravagant, feel free to use it 
to create either clean or bold sets!

CN advice: for a long-lasting effect, use an acid-

free primer before covering with Cool Top Gel or 

Sens Top Gel 

New Luna! New Sole!

Sole on
Milky White 2 

base

Sole on 
Milky Rose 2 

base

Sole on 
S007

Luna on
Milky White 2 

base

Luna on 
Milky Rose 2 

base

Luna on 
s007

NEW SHADES

The correct procedure for disinfecting metal tools:
• Clean the metal tool from organic contamination (dust, pieces of 
leather, etc.). Cleaning can be done manually under warm water using 
a nail brush or with Crystal Nails XtremePRO Ultrasonic cleaning 
machine.
• Wipe it dry.
• Spray the tool with a disinfectant. The disinfectant should apply 
to all used surfaces of the metal tool. Wait 1-1.5 minutes, this is the 
time required for the disinfectant to take effect, but always read the 
instructions of the disinfectant before use.
• Thoroughly rinse the disinfectant off the metal tool with water.
• Wipe the tool dry and then put it in its storage place.
Never allow the disinfectant or water to dry on the tool, as this may 
damage its quality.

NEW TOOL!



Scan the QR 
code and check 

the shades on 
palette!

The new SENS chrome powders give the nails a special effect. These powders have a very intense 
shine that can be used to achieve a unique and fashionable look. The combination of blue and yellow 
shades creates an exciting contrast, whether for special occasions or for everyday use.
Barbi Újvári, SENS by Crystal Nails ambassador

Extravagant chrome powder
The nail set was made with Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel Candy Floss shade, decorated with 
Art Gel Black and the new Luna shade of SENS ChroMirror Deluxe chrome powders. (By 
Edina Sikari)
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New! 
ChroMirror 
Deluxe Luna

New! Precision 
cuticle scissors

New! 
ChroMirror 
Deluxe Sole
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*If you have a strong LED lamp, the material may 
temporarily change to a warmer white shade during the 
curing time, but after complete polymerization (about 

15-30 minutes) it will regain its original color.

NEW SHADES
XTREME FUSION
ACRYLGEL
The Natural White shade makes its debut among the 
new shades of the Xtreme Fusion product line. With this 
new shade you can create natural-looking Babyboomer 
nails quick and easy. Applied to a full nail surface, you 
can achieve a restrained, elegant milky effect (milky 
white style). The Glitter Silver with its white, silver and 
holo glitters perfectly enhances nude sets and it is 
also perfect for glitter ombre transitions. The Shimmer 
Rose shade gives the look of the bestseller 3S51, while 
the Lavender is a gorgeous pastel purple that can be 
used to create an unusual, cooler Babyboomer set.

30g – 6.250,-

CN Tipp:
for even faster salon work, use our 
reverse tips, not only for building, but 
also for filling! Non-burning, Xtremely 
dense, perfectly shapeable and easy-
to-file acrylgel. It is characterised by 
the controllability of the gels and the 
timeless mouldability of the acrylics. 
Once it is cured the gel’s fileability and 
flexibility blend with the strength of the 
acrylics. It can be precisely dispensed 
without loss of material thanks to its 
tubular packaging. 

BrandNew!
Natural White*

BrandNew!
Glitter
Silver

BrandNew!
Shimmer Rose

BrandNew!
Lavender

NEW SHADES
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Shimmer rose almond
The nail set was made with the new Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel Shimmer Rose shade, the 
new 3STEP CrystaLac 3S210 -Early Spring and 3S211 Peach Blossom (By Dóra Doviscsák)

Scan the QR 
code and check 

the shades on 
palette!

With this collection, we got the missed shades with which the trendy nails can be easily 
created. My favorites are Natural white and Simmer rose shades. 
Mónika Majnik, Master of Nail Camp, Bronze Medalist of the Hungarian Championship, 
Hungarian Champion, Certified Master of Hand Care, Manicure and Nail Care Educator.

New! Shimmer
Rose

New! Glitter
Silver

New! Lavender

New! Natural
White
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NOVELTIES! 2024 SPRING-SUMMER

LIMITED! DREAMY CLOUDS
3 STEP CRYSTALAC COLLECTION
The colors of this set remind us of the shades of dreamy clouds floating in the sunrise. The pastel tones will take you 
from the grayness of winter to the freedom of spring. It contains special tones for restrained and even for bolder guests.  
The box can be converted into a display.

4x4ml

NEW SHADES
3 STEP CRYSTALAC  SPRING-SUMMER TRENDCOLORS
Everyone can find a shade that suits their style among the colors of the new 3 STEP CrystaLac collection: say goodbye 
to winter with the 3S209, the blue shade of the spring 3S210, the blooming shade of 3S211 and the summer calling 3S212. 
These new colors are all forerunners of the adventures of the year ahead.
The trend color of the year 2024 – Peach Fuzz is a velvety peach shade that suggests balance and harmony, also 
combines freshness and calmness with its softness. We tuned this versatile shade for the spring and summer season, 
so the color of the year arrives in spring with a neon-pastel effect that radiates cheerfulness, optimism, and positivity, 
suitable for all skin types.
Curing time in UV 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.

4ml 
8ml 

New!
3S209 

Vintage
Mint

New!
3S209 

Vintage
Mint

New!
3S210 
Early

Spring

New!
3S210 
Early

Spring

New!
3S211 

Purple 
Acacia

New!
3S211 

Purple 
Acacia

New!
3S212 
Peach 

blossom

New!
3S212 
Peach 

blossom

New!
Color of the
year 2024 /
Peach Fuzz

NEW SHADES



Scan the QR 
code and check 

the shades on 
palette!

Every guest will find their “new favorite” among the fashionable shades of spring trendcolors. I can’t wait 
to use them! 
Virág Halász , World Championship Bronze Medalist, Olympic Champion; Triple Gold Medalist in Dublin, 
Certified Master Nail Technician

New!
3S209 

Vintage
Mint

New!
3S210 

Early Spring

New!
3S212 
Peach 

blossom

9
Pastel Lilac trendcolor
The nail set was made with the new 3 STEP CrystaLac 3S212 - Pastel Lilac and the new 3 STEP Pearly 
CrystaLac 3SP3 - Pearly Peach shades. (By Roxana Sárközy-Eigner) 

New!
3S211 

Purple Acacia
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LIMITED! PEARLY 3 STEP
CRYSTALAC COLLECTION
The set contains all 4 of our 3 STEP CrystaLac with a brand-new pearlescent effect, which can be used to 
create the trendiest rose decoration. Let’s play with the material, which has so many possibilities! The box 
can be converted into a display.

4x4ml

NEW SHADES
3 STEP CRYSTALAC SPRING-SUMMER 
TRENDCOLORS - PEARLY COLLECTION
The 3 STEP CrystaLac Pearly collection has arrived. With these shades you can easily create a rose pattern 
with just one decorating needle. In the spirit of “all old fashions are coming back”, our new pearlescent gel 
polishes offer a sophisticated look when applied on a full surface. They are also good for decorations, since 
they provide an exciting and elegant style. A „must have” for brides!
Apply the pearly 3 STEP and before curing use the button part of the decorating needle to create the desired 
pattern with small circular movements on the surface of the material, then cure it. Your spectacular but very 
simple decoration is ready.
Curing time in UV 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.

4ml
8ml

New!
3SP1

Pearly
white*

New!
3SP1

Pearly
white*

New!
3SP2

Pearly
blue

New!
3SP2

Pearly
blue

New!
3SP3

Pearly
peach

New!
3SP3

Pearly
peach

New!
3SP4

Pearly pink

New!
3SP4

Pearly pink

* If you have a strong LED lamp, the 
material may temporarily change 
to a warmer white shade during the 
curing time, but after complete po-
lymerization (about 15-30 minutes) 
it will regain its original color.

10

NEW SHADES
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Vintage Feelings
The nail set was made with the new Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel Natural White, the new 3 
STEP Pearly CrystaLac 3SP2 - Pearly Blue and 3SP3 - Pearly Peach shades, decorated with 
Nova rhinestones (By Edina Sikari)

Scan the QR 
code and check 

the shades on 
palette!

Pearls have always represented elegance, so this collection is the perfect choice for those who 
like an elegant look. In the spring, these cheerful colors are almost basics in the salon, and to 
spice it up, you don’t need anything more than a clean brush, a few circular movements and 
you’re done with a really trendy decoration.
Barbara Bodnár, Crystal Nails Ambassador

New!
3SP1

Pearly
white*

New!
3SP2

Pearly
blue

New!
3SP3

Pearly
peach

New!
3SP4

Pearly pin
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NEW SHADES
2 STEP SMARTGUMMY RUBBER
BASE GEL “THE RUBBERY COMPACT BASE GEL”
New, innovative Base Gel, characterized by extremely easy spreadability, high flexibility and strong adhesion. 
The creation of a smooth surface is easy to create, because this material is easily smooths out and all of the 
unevenness quickly disappears from the surface. It holds the C-curve well, meanwhile it does not flow easily 
in the nail fold, that provides a great help for those who originally likes to work with medium soft materials. 
It provides also a fast work flow with only a few corrective movements necessary. Its flexibility makes this 
material stand out among all Base Gels, making it extremely resistant, it adapts to all kinds of movements of 
the natural nail, so it stands the possible mechanical influences better than its counterparts. It is at the top of 
the Base Gels’ adhesion order. After curing, the surface stays sticky. Use the Cool Top Gel as a top gel.
Our 2 STEP SmartGummy Rubber Bases have been an unbroken success since their release, and the spring 
season’s colors perfectly harmonize with the spring mood. Charlock is a truly special Pantone shade that will 
shine this season for sure. Lovers of ecru shades will not be disappointed either, because a gorgeous soft 
spring Milky Ecru shade is coming. For lovers of peach shades, the Desert Flower is the perfect choice, which 
harmonizes with the color of the year.
Curing time in UV 2-3 minutes, in LED 1-2 minutes.

SMART: it crawls into its place automatically, then slips into the surface 
GUMMY: because it’s flexible, rubbery 
BASE&BUILDER: you can use it as a base or refill your nails and also you can create the C-curve but do not 
build a long nail on form with this product. Use the Compact product line, the Elasty Hardener Gel or the 
SENS base&builder range for that.

8ml 

New!
Nr56 

Charlock

New!
Nr57

Milky Ecru

New!
Nr58

Desert 
Flower

New!
Nr59 

Shimmer 
Lilac

Remember:
The SmartGummy Rubber Bases are recommended 
for fingertip-length, mini-length nails. You can 
replace the base gel + 2 layers of color technique 
to speed up your salon work.

NEW SHADES



Scan the QR 
code and check 

the shades on 
palette!

I just call this fantastic four of Macaron madness! My mouth is watering as I look at them. There is no better 
choice for evoking the spring mood than them. Just imagine yourself on top of the Eiffel Tower biting into 
a light dessert that has the same color as your nails. I think this is why they say that life is not a cake, but 
sometimes we can get a slice of it.
Anna Zsiros, @nailcocktail, Insta nail influencer

New!
Nr56 

Charlock

New!
Nr57

Milky Ecru

New!
Nr58

Desert Flower

New!
Nr59

Shimmer Lilac

Peachy shades
The nail set was made with the new 2 STEP SmartGummy Rubber Base Nr 57 - Milky 
Ecru and Nr 58 - Desert Flower shades, decorated with the new spring nail stickers (By 
Dóra Kesztyűs)

13
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NOVELTIES! 2024 SPRING-SUMMER

NEW SHADE
AQUAINK CRYSTAL
DROPS - WHITE

BRANDNEW!
PEARLY TOP GEL 

The white AquaInk gives you a quick 
solution for creating spectacular 
decorations: When used in layers, 
you can create a veil effect with it, 
and used drop by drop provides a 
great help in the marble technique.
It cures to air, does not require UV 
or LED lamp.

NEW SHADE

Non-cleansing, dissolvable, pearl effect top gel. With its 
chameleon-like micro-glitters, it offers a homogeneous 
shell-like appearance. Curing time in UV 2-3 minutes, in LED 
1-2 minutes.

Pearly Top
on white 

base

Pearly Top
on black 

base

BRANDNEW!

New!
AquaInk

white

4ml 

4ml

FROM APRIL
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Early Spring
The nail set was made with Xtreme Fusion Milky Lavender acrylgel, the new 3 STEP CrystaLac 3S210 - Early Spring, the new 3 STEP Pearly 
CrystaLac 3SP2 - Pearly Blue and AquaInk Crystal Drops - White. (By Virág Halász)

15

New!
AquaInk

white

New! Pearly 
Top Gel



Scan the QR 
code and check 

the shades on 
palette!
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NOVELTIES! 2024 SPRING-SUMMER

NEW MATERIALS:
HEMA FREE PRODUCTS
HEMA FREE 3 STEP CRYSTALAC
Creamy, well-covering, long-lasting HEMA FREE 3 Step CrystaLacs in the most popular colors. The CrystaLac material offers the 
durability of color gels with the ease of nail polishing. It spreads softly. It cures sticky, so it has to be covered/cleansed. 

HEMA FREE ACID FREE PRIMER
Acid-free primer without HEMA ingredients
Store at room temperature for a day to prevent the brush from breaking! Details in the product 
description.
A completely acid-free, adhesion-promoting liquid that does not dry completely, leaving a sticky 
layer. Therefore, it must be applied thinly, because this sticky part will act as a double-sided adhesive 
between the nail plate and the material that is placed on it. If you apply more of the acid-free primer, 
this sticky part will be a little thicker, so the material on it will not stick to the nail plate, and separation 
may occur. The excess from the brush should be removed on the neck of the bottle or using a dry 
paper towel, so that we can avoid applying too much product on the nail.
IMPORTANT: Primers can freeze in the bottle in the cold. This does not affect the quality of the 
material after melting, but be sure to wait for it to melt and regain its liquid consistency before 
opening, otherwise the brush will break!
Acid-free Primer is a material more sensitive to heat and light, it may turn yellow from filtered sunlight 
or UV light. The discoloration of the material does not affect the other physical properties and use 
of the product.

13ml

NEW MATERIAL

NEW MATERIAL

New!
HF3S04

Coral

New!
HF3S02
Black

New!
HF3S03

Red

New!
HF3S01
White

New!
HF3S05

Baby Pink

New!
HF3S08

Pastel blue

New!
HF3S06

Barbie pink

New!
HF3S09
Nude

New!
HF3S07
Pastel 
purple

New!
HF3S010

Dark nude

Read page 24 for 
more informations 
about the HEMA free 
productline.

4ml

FREE OF HEMA AND DI-HEMA INGREDIENTS

A product free of HEMA and di-
HEMA components provides a 
solution for guests with allergies 
on these ingredients! Curing: 2-3 
minutes in UV lamp, 1-2 minutes 
in LED.
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HEMA FREE BASE&BUILDER GEL
Base&Builder Gel free
of HEMA ingredients

HEMA FREE TOP GEL
HEMA-free, non-cleansing top gel with a brilliant, 
long-lasting shine. Clear, soluble. it does not 
contain the optical color enhancer that makes 
the nail “glow” blue under
UV light, so it does
not change the colors.
Curing time in
UV 2-3 minutes,
in LED 1-2 minutes.

NEW MATERIALNEW MATERIAL

Spring shades
The nail set was made with the new HEMA Free Base&Builder Gel, the new HEMA FREE 3 STEP 
CrystaLac HF3S05, HF3S06 and HF3S08 shades (By Roxána Sárközy - Eigner)

It can be used as a strengthening base gel. A 
self-leveling gel with which you can create a 
C-curve. It can be used as a base for all types 
of materials, it has strong adhesion.
It is flexible, but cures hard, spreads well, 
but holds its own on the surface of the nail. 
An S-sized nail can be made with it. Clear, 
soluble. Curing time in UV 2-3 minutes, in 
LED 1-2 minutes.

8ml 

Clear Clear

8ml 

A product free of HEMA and di-HEMA components provides a solution for guests
with allergies on these ingredients!
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NOVELTIES! 2024 SPRING-SUMMER

BASE AND 
TOP GELS IN 
ECONOMICAL 
PACKAGING!

White Milky
White 2

NR1
Baby Pink

Pink Translucent
Nude

NR2
Milky White

Clear Clear

MILKY TOP
White
& Pink

COMPACT BASE GEL
Milky White 2 & 

Translucent Nude

SMARTGUMMY 
RUBBER BASE GEL

Nr1 Baby pink
& Nr2 Milky white

SENS
TOP GEL

Clear

SENS MATTE
TOP GEL

Clear

BY PUBLIC DEMAND,  THE 
FAVORITE BASE  AND TOP 

GELS  ARE NOW AVAILABLE 
IN ECONOMICAL, LARGE 

PACKAGING!

8ml 13ml 13ml 10ml 10ml

ECONOMICAL 
PACKAGING!

New! 8ml New! 13ml New! 13ml New! 10ml New! 10ml
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Milky Top 
Gel Pink

Milky Top 
Gel White

Smartgummy
Rubber Base
Baby pink Nr1

Compact
Base&Builder Gel

Milky white 2

Compact 
Base&Builder Gel 
Translucent nude

Smartgummy
Rubber Base

Milky white Nr2

Matte
Top Gel

Clear

Top Gel
Clear

Evergreens
The nail set was made with 2 STEP SmartGummy Rubber Base Nr1 and Nr2 shades, decorated with gold smoke 
foil, dried flowers and the new SENS ChroMirror Deluxe - Luna chrome powder. (By Dóra Doviscsák)

Since our SENS and 2STEP SmartGummy product lines became available, my fandom has been unbroken. Due to 
their perfect texture and super durability, most of my salon work is made up of these materials. Everybody likes 
them, so the new, economical packaging simplifies the life of nail technicians.
Peti Kendik, Crystal Nails Ambassador



további barackos árnyalatok az év szí-
ne mellé: 3S212, SG58, GE45, HF3S04
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COLOR OF THE YEAR 2024 

The trend color of the year 2024 – Peach 
Fuzz is a velvety peach shade that suggests 
balance and harmony, and combines 
freshness and calmness with its softness. 
It radiates warmth and modern elegance, 
forming a bridge between the youthful and the 
timeless. The versatile shade of Peach Fuzz 
has been tuned for the spring and summer 
season, so it comes with a neon-pastel effect 
that radiates cheerfulness, optimism, and 
positivity, suitable for all skin types.

PEACH FUZZ
PANTONE
COLOR OF THE YEAR 2024 
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Under the spell of Peach Fuzz
The nail set was made with Xtreme Fusion AcrylGel Peach and the new 3 STEP CrystaLac color of the 
year 2024 - Peach Fuzz shade. (By Edina Sikari)
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NEW SHADES 
LONGLASTING NAIL 
POLISHES (FRENCH)
The French manicure is the embodiment of timeless elegance 
and refined beauty. An eternal classic that conquers the world 
with its simplicity and style. The FRENCH selection, consisting 
of four colors, offers a perfect choice for creating a French base 
with its soft, slightly translucent, natural shades. 

NEW SHADES
GEL EFFECT NAIL 
POLISHES (NUDE)
The nude shades radiate elegance and are perfect for 
every style and occasion. The nude color is like natural 
beauty in a small package - restrained, yet eye-catching. 
Thanks to the high-quality formula of the Gel Effect 
product line, anyone can easily create a salon-like 
manicure from the comfort of their own home, and the 
Nude collection suits all skin tones and preferences.

10ml 

New!
F2

New!
GE46

New!
F3

New!
GE47

New!
F1

New!
GE45

New!
F4

New!
GE48

NEW SHADES

NEW SHADES

NEW! HAND , FOOT AND 
BODY LOTIONS - SUNSHINE , 
AMOUR
SKIN CARE CREAM CONTAINING JOJOBA OIL, COCOA 
BUTTER AND VITAMINS WITH ROSEMARY AND 
ALOE VERA EXTRACT.
Spring is a time of renewal, nature is reviving, the sun’s rays are getting 
warmer, and you can feel the freshness in the air. Our two new spring 
lotions match this mood perfectly. Pamper your skin with our new 
creams and feel the scent of spring on your skin! During this period, don’t 
forget to hydrate your skin so that it stays soft and silky every day.
Our Sunshine cream is a soul-warming fragrance that refreshes you 
and gives you new strength for the spring season. Our other wonderful 
fragrance is Amour, which is a light, sensual, romantic scent that will 
surely seduce everyone. Feel the captivating sweet atmosphere of 
spring while it gently cares for your skin. It absorbs quickly, so you can 
use it whenever you need it.

30ml
250ml

NEW! LIMITED

You can complete the look by applying the french 
free edge, for which we recommend our ARTLAC-
WATERBASED - 1 product, but the shades can 
also be used alone to create a beautiful manicure. 
Whether it’s an everyday look or a special occasion, 
a french manicure is always the perfect choice.

10ml
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NEW! NAIL CARE OIL - 
BUBBLEGUM, WHITE PEAR

LIMITED

One of our newest nail care oils, the LIMITED White Pear, comes with 
an irresistible fruity fragrance composition that refreshes you and brings 
spring to life! Another favorite this season is the LIMITED Bubblegum nail 
care oil, with its bubblegum smell so enticing that you almost bite into it.

4ml 

NEW!
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PROFESSIONAL ARTICLE

HEMA FREE
PRODUCT LINE
A PRODUCT LINE FREE OF HEMA AND DI-HEMA TRIMETHYLHEXYL 
DICARBAMATE COMPONENTS THAT PROVIDES A SOLUTION FOR 
GUESTS WITH ALLERGIES ON THESE INGREDIENTS! *

The mentioned components help the internal structures of the artificial nail material to be permanently 
bonded to each other and contributes to the durability, strength and wearability of the nail. It is resistant 
to physical influences and tolerates temperature fluctuations well. This process may be familiar to you 
from your studies, right?
However, HEMA and DI-HEMA can cause an allergic reaction in those who are sensitive to it, which can 
appear on the skin of the hand in the form of redness, itching, lack of epithelium or blisters. In such cases, 
the material containing the mentioned components must be removed immediately and completely.

With long development work, Crystal Nails has created a product line free of HEMA and DI-HEMA, 
which can result a problem-free wearing of artificial nails for users who are proven allergic to these 
ingredients. Before long-term use, it is recommended to test it for the first time on a single nail of a 
completely material-free hand. The durability of these materials are the same as previous materials 
containing HEMA and DI-HEMA.

For continuous work, it is recommended for all guests allergic to HEMA and DI-HEMA to use the HEMA 
FREE Acid Free Primer, and after the HEMA-free builder and base gel, the color and Top gel of the same 
product line. It is also a proven
method for guests with sensitive skin to have their own files wrapped in an envelope, and to clean the drill
bits from previous acrylate material residues in an ultrasonic cleaner.
The popularity of HEMA-free materials is growing and its expansion is already pointing to the future,
healthy beauty and calmness of the skin of the hands are the number one expectations of all beauty
needs. Crystal Nails’ HEMA FREE material line meets this requirement.

* If the guest does not show sensitivity to other components of the material. We recommend checking this 
fact with a dermatologist before!

HEMA AND DI-HEMA TRIMETHYLHEXYL DICARBAMATE (FURTHER USED AS DI-HEMA IN THE TEXT) 

SUBSTANCES ARE ACRYLATES FREQUENTLY USED IN THE NAIL INDUSTRY, WHICH CURE UNDER 

THE INFLUENCE OF LIGHT, I.E. IT POLYMERIZES AND UPON CURING CREATES A GIANT POLYMER 

MOLECULE. THESE INGREDIENTS CAN BE FOUND IN GELLACS, GELS AND ACRYLGELS.
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Playful patterns
The nail set was made with Hema Free 
Base&Builder Gel, Hema Free 3 STEP 

CrystaLac HF3S04 and HF3S08, decorated 
with Platinum Foil Gold, Art Gel Pro White 

and Confetti Top Gel Matte Black. (By Roxána 
Sárközy-Eigner)
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NEW! NAIL STICKERS
Say hello to spring with our wide range of nail sticker collection! 
This season contains 2 self-adhesive (CN-08, CN-09) and 2 water-
based sticker sheets (sunset leaves, pastel field), which capture 
the essence of spring with nice flower patterns and motifs that 
harmonize with the season. Our high-quality stickers are durable 
and easy to apply, and they are guaranteed to match the trend 
colors of the season!

1. Water decal - sunset leaves
2. Water decal 3D - pastel field
3. Nail sticker 3D CN-09
4. Nail sticker CN-08

NEW! XTREME PRO JOKER 
DRILL BIT
Large size carbide drill bit, which is perfect for removing large 
amounts of material. Due to its narrowed shape, the primary 
function of this bit is to shape the underside of the nail. Hard-
to-reach areas can be reached easily, safely and precisely with it. 
Suitable for gel, acrylic, acrylgel techniques.
For right- and left-handed!
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